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FINAL&REPORT&

On"17"December"2015,"in"partnership"with"the"FGS"and"Somali"youth"civil"society"organizations,"the"United"

Nations"hosted"the"Somali"Launch"of"the"Amman"Declaration"on"Youth,"Peace"and"Security"in"Mogadishu.""

The"event,"the"first"of"its"kind"in"contemporary"Somali"history,"brought"together"250+"Somali"youth"from"all"

regions"to"discuss"challenges"and"opportunities"for"greater"youth"engagement"in"the"country’s"future.""
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CONTEXT&&

Somalia"is"at"a"crossroads"where"decades"of"one"of"the"world’s"most"complex"and"protracted"conflicts"have"

shaped" a" country" of" stark" contrasts." The" SouthPCentral" region" has" experienced" years" of" fighting" and"

lawlessness,"while"the"NorthPEast"and"NorthPWest"have"achieved"a"fragile"semblance"of"peace"and"stability."

The"contrast"shows"both"what"is"possible"in"Somalia,"and"how"much"must"be"done"so"that"all"Somalis"can"walk"

on"the"path"of"development"and"peace."This"cannot"be"achieved"without"building"an"inclusive"society,"where"

all"people"feel"empowered"and"have"the"capabilities"and"opportunities"to"improve"their"lives.""

To" this" end," new" dynamics" and" hope" could" come" from" recognizing" and" harnessing" the" full" potential" of"

Somalia’s"youth."Somalia"is"one"of"the"youngest"countries"in"the"world."Seven"out"of"every"ten"Somalis"are"

younger"than"35"(approximately"81,5%"of"the"population"according"to"the"Population"Estimation"Survey"2014,"

PES,"UNFPA"Somalia)."

Decades" of" unrests," conflicts" and" instability" left" many" in" the" current" generation" with" deep" psychological"

wounds." Most" Somali" youth" face" blocked" transitions" to" adulthood" due" to" multiple" social," economic" and"

political" exclusions." They" have" grown"up" experiencing" conflict," natural" disaster," and" poverty." Avenues" for"

youth"to"obtain"an"education"and"gainful"employment"opportunities"are"limited"and"opportunities"to"engage"

politically,"economically,"or"socially"remain"low"or"nonPexistent."Space"for"development"and"opportunities"are"

further"limited"for"girls"and"young"women.""

Young"people"have"been"one"of"the"worst"afflicted"groups"to"suffer" interPgenerational"historical"exclusion."

Participation" of" young" people" in" decisionPmaking" has" been" challenging" due" to" issues" related" to" clan" and"

cultural" affiliations," gender," age," illiteracy" and"poverty," among"other" factors," including" the"prominence"of"

elders"in"the"political"system."

Exclusion" creates" frustration" and" demoralization" among" many" young" people." It" limits" capabilities" and"

opportunities,"and"constricts"the"contributions"of"youth"to"peacebuilding"and"development"in"Somalia."It"also"

forces"many"young"people"to"embark"on"an"often"dangerous"journey"across"borders"searching"for"better"lives."

Those"that"stay"behind"are"endangered"by"crime,"drugs,"radicalism,"piracy"and"armed"groups."Young"women"

are"particularly"disadvantaged,"and"face"displacement"with"even"less"opportunities"due"to"cultural"biases"and"

traditional"practices." 

The" involvement" of" some" young" people" –" especially" young"men," but" increasingly" also" young"women" –" in"

extremist"groups"has"led"to"a"widespread"portrayal"of"youth"as"a"threat"to"peace"and"security."Consequently,"

the" depiction" of" youth" in" conflict" is" marked" by" a" dichotomy:" they" are" either" portrayed" as" victims" or"

perpetrators."The"reality"is"much"more"nuanced."Increasing"evidence"from"the"field"and"academic"research"

show"that"youth"play"active"and"valuable"roles"in"peacebuilding."Yet,"the"potential"contribution"and"inclusion"

of" young" people" to" effective" peacebuilding" has" received" little" attention" and" support." Young" people’s"

leadership"and"roles"in"preventing"and"resolving"conflict,"violence"and"extremism"are"rich"resources"essential"

to"achieving"sustainable"peace"that"is"currently"untapped.""

Improving"young"people’s"lives"is"crucial"for"building"lasting"peace"and"stability"in"Somalia."Equally"important"

is"to"create"space"and"opportunity,"and"equip"youth"with"the"tools"so"they"can"play"a"positive"and"decisive"

role" in" bringing" peace," social" and" economic" prosperity" to" the" country" after" decades" of"war." The" national"

government" and" international" agencies" must" ensure" that" young" people" enjoy" full" provision" of" their"

fundamental"human"rights,"without"exception.""

"
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BACKGROUND&OF&THE&EVENT&

Recent" efforts" by" civil" society" organizations" (including" youthPled" organizations)," international" nonP

governmental"organizations"(INGOs)"and"the"United"Nations"have"helped"raise"awareness"of"youth"issues"and"

of" the" need" for" increased" coordination" and" collaboration" of" actors" actively" engaged" in" supporting" youth"

participation"in"peacebuilding.""

The"United"Nations"Secretary"General"highlighted"in"his"2012"report"on"“Peacebuilding"in"the"Aftermath"of"

Conflict”,"that"“a"successful"peacebuilding"process"must"be"transformative"and"create"space"for"a"wider"set"

of"actors"–"including"youth"–"to"participate"in"public"decisionPmaking"on"all"aspects"of"postPconflict"governance"

and"recovery”."

An"interPagency"group"on"youth"and"peacebuilding," including"over"60"UN"entities," international"NGOs,"civil"

society"organizations"and"donors,"has"been"leading"the"efforts"to"deepen"collective"attention"to"the"positive"

role" young" people" can" play" for" international" peace" and" security." The" interPagency" group" developed" the"

“Guiding"Principles"on"Young"People’s"Participation"in"Peacebuilding1”."The"principles"are"designed"to"inform"

participative," inclusive"and" intergenerational"peacebuilding"strategies"and"programmes" that" systematically"

promote"and"ensure"the"participation"and"contributions"of"young"people"in"challenging"contexts"of"conflict,"

where"violence"has"often"become"the"norm.""

Another" important" international"milestone"was"the"Ministerial"Open"Debate"at"the"UN"Security"Council"on"

“the"Role"of"Youth"in"Countering"Violent"Extremism"and"Promoting"Peace”,"held"on"23rd"April"2015."The"UN"

Security" Council" Open" Debate" addressed" the" nexus" between" youth," violent" extremism," sustainable"

development,"and"its"social"and"economic"dimensions."The"Security"Council"debate"also"discussed"the"urgent"

action"required"on"a"local,"national,"regional"and"international"level,"in"order"to"address"this"issue"and"place"

the"youth"at"the"center"of"the"global"agenda"to"counter"violent"extremism.""

At" the" Ministerial" Open" Debate," the" Hashemite" Kingdom" of" Jordan," presiding" the" UN" Security" Council,"

announced"its"commitment"to"host"the"Global"Forum"on"Youth,"Peace"and"Security2."The"Global"Forum"was"

envisaged"as"a" turning"point" towards"a"new" international" agenda"on"youth,"peace"and" security."Over"500"

participants"attended"the"Forum,"among"them"young"people"(including"former"extremist"fighters),"youthPled"

organizations,"NGOs,"researchers"and"academics,"governments"and"UN"entities."

The"outset"of"the"twoPday"Global"Forum"on"Youth,"Peace"and"Security"that"took"place"21st"and"22nd"of"August,"

2015" in" Jordan,"marked" the" adoption" of" the"Amman" Youth" Declaration" on" Youth," Peace" and" Security" P" a"

roadmap"for"youth"inclusion"in"achieving"peace"and"security."The"Amman"Youth"Declaration"offers"a"recipe"

for"engaging"youth"in"countering"violent"extremism"and"promoting"peace."Youth"have"made"their"voices"loud"

and"clear,"and"it"is"the"responsibility"of"all"actors"to"recognize"the"vital"role"that"young"people"can"–"and"must"

–"play"in"peace"building"and"preventing"violent"extremism."

On"9"December"2015,"the"United"Nations"Security"Council"adopted"unanimously"a"historical"Resolution"2250"

on"Youth,"Peace"and"Security,"recognizing"for"the"first"time"the"positive"role"that"young"people"play"in"building"

peace"and"preventing"violence"and"calling"on"other"stakeholders"to"support"young"people"in"this"role.""The"

resolution"talks"about"promoting"youth"participation,"protecting"young"people"in"conflict,"supporting"youth"

in"preventing"violence"and"the"importance"of"facilitating"young"people's"disengagement"from"violence.""

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1"https://www.sfcg.org/wpPcontent/uploads/2014/04/GuidingPPrinciples_EN.pdf"
2"https://www.unteamworks.org/youth4peace"
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As"a"country"emerging"from"the"ravages"of"war,"the"Somali"youth"needed"to"adopt"the"action"points"arising"

from"the"Amman"Declaration"as"well"on"the"UNSC"Resolution"2250"on"Youth,"Peace"and"Security"and"work"

towards"achieving"the"outputs"of"increased"participation"in"peace"and"reconciliation"processes,"prevention"of"

violence" and" extremism," attaining" human" rights," gender" equality" and" working" towards" the" social" and"

economic"empowerment"of"young"people.""

The"launch"of"the"Declaration"on"Youth,"Peace"and"Security"in"Somalia"was"symbolic,"but"also"an"important"

milestone" that" will" help" significantly" shape" the" role" of" youth" in" the" peaceP" and" statePbuilding" efforts" in"

Somalia."

SUMMARY&OF&THE&SOMALI&LAUNCH&OF&THE&AMMAN&YOUTH&DECLARATION&

Support" to" youth"was" recognized" as" a" priority" in" September" 2015" at" the"General" Assembly" sidePevent" on"

Somalia"and"is"consistently"being"reflected"in"all"major"Somalia"events."In"recent"months,"the"UN"in"Somalia"

has"significantly"increased"its"engagement"on"this"issue"through"dedicated"capacity,"integrated"programming,"

advocacy"and"communications"initiatives."The"Somali"Launch"of"the"Amman"Declaration"on"Youth,"Peace"and"

Security,"supported"by"the"UN,"mark"another"milestone"in"this"renewed"focus."""

The"Somali" Launch"of" the"Amman"Declaration"on"Youth,"Peace"

and"Security"was"the"first"national"followPup"event"to"the"Global"

Forum"on"Youth,"Peace"and"Security,"hosted"by" the"Hashemite"

Kingdom"of"Jordan"on"21"and"22"August"2015."The"event"was"an"

opportunity" to" highlight" the" positive" roles" and" leadership" that"

Somali"youth"could"play"and"is"already"playing"in"preventing"and"

resolving"conflict,"violence"and"extremism."

In"the"light"of"the"UN"Security"Council"Resolution"2250"on"Youth,"

Peace"and"Security,"unanimously"adopted"on"9"December"2015,"the"event"in"Mogadishu"was"also"a"unique"

opportunity" to" discuss" and" agree" specific" recommendations" for" the" practical" implementation" of" the"

Resolution"2250"in"Somalia.""

The"event,"which"took"place"at"the"AMISOM"hangar"in"MIA,"was"organized"jointly"by"UNSOM"and"the"RCO,"in"

collaboration"with"the"Federal"Ministry"of"Youth"&"Sports"and"the"Somali"youthPled"organizations"YPPeer"and"

Maan"Somalia."The"event"was"enabled"with"financial"support"from"UNDP"Somalia"and"the"UNPHabitat"Youth"

Unit.""

The" launch"was" attended"by" senior" government"officials" including" the"Deputy"Prime"Minister,"Minister" of"

Youth" &" Sports," Minister" of" Planning" &" International" Cooperation,"Minister" of"Women" &" Human" Rights,"

Minister" of" Health," as"well" as" 250" youth" representatives," out" of"which" 75"were" representatives" from" the"

different"regions," including:"SouthPWest,"Puntland"State"of"Somalia," Jubaland,"Galmudug,"Middle"Shabelle,"

Hiraan" and" Somaliland." The"UN"Deputy" SRSG/RC/HC" Peter" de" Clercq" offered" introductory" and" concluding"

remarks"to"the"event.""

Hon." Mohamed" Abdullahi" Hassan," Federal" Minister" of" Youth" &" Sports," in" his" opening" remarks," welcomed"

participants"to"the"historic"event"and"emphasized"the"importance"of"youth"for"the"future"of"the"country."Mr."

Hassan" presented" the" overall" challenges" faced" by" youth" in" different" parts" of" Somalia" including:" lack" of"

employment"and"vocational"training,"lack"of"access"to"quality"education,"challenges"of"poor"infrastructure"and"

the"threats"of"irregular"migration"and"radicalization."Mr."Hassan"also"presented"his"views"on"the"impact"of"the"

current"security"issues"on"young"people."""
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Hon."Minister"Abdirahman"Yusuf"A."Aynte,"Minister"of"Planning"and"
International" Cooperation," expanded" on" the" points" raised" by" Mr."
Hassan,"particularly"emphasized"that"securityPrelated"challenges"have"
led"to"the"deterioration"of"young"people’s"living"conditions."Mr."Aynte"
also" highlighted" that" those" challenges" not" only" limit" employment"
opportunities,"but"also"jeopardize"innovation,"entrepreneurship,"and"
investment" opportunities." Mr." Aynte" informed" that" his" ministry" is"
looking"into"formulating"a"national"strategy"to"develop"youth"services"
such"as"counseling"centers"and"create"job"opportunities"for"youth."
"
Mr." Aynte" also" spoke" about" the" limited" youth" participation" in" politics" and" in" decisionPmaking" processes" in"
Somalia."The"Minister"encouraged"young"people"to"form"youth"organizations"and/or"associations"to"unite"their"
strength"and"fight"for"young"people"to"have"a"voice"and"participate"in"the"politics"of"the"country.""
"
Hon."Minister"Sahra"Samatar,"Minister"for"Women"&"Human"Rights,"also"made"an"eloquent"appeal"to"the"youth"
to"get"together"and"act"to"bring"positive"changes"to"Somalia."In"her"intervention,"Mrs."Samatar"explained"how"
Somali"youth,"especially"women,"are"exposed"to"various"risk"and"particularly"vulnerable"to"social,"economic"and"
political"exclusion."She"mentioned"that"regardless"of"the"challenges,"youth"still" represent"the"best"option"for"
Somalia,"and"called"for"an"international"partnership.""
&

Peter" de" Clercq," UN" DeputyPSpecial" Representative" of" the" Secretary" General," Resident" and" Humanitarian"
Coordinator"to"Somalia"(DSRSG/RC/HC),"acknowledged"the"launch"of"the"conference"as"a"significant"milestone"
that"Somali"youth"have"achieved"after"participating"in"the"Amman"Declaration"on"Youth,"Peace"and"Security"in"
Jordan."“After"so"much"suffering,"there"is"a"light"in"the"end"of"the"tunnel"and"Somali"youth"have"the"chance"to"
reach"that"light”,"said"by"Mr."de"Clercq"wishing"that"resolution"2250"will"be"the"way"towards"that"bright"future."
"
Via"video"message,"Ahmad"Alhendawi,"United"Nations"Secretary"General’s"Envoy"on"Youth,"told"participants"that"
during"his"last"visit"to"Somalia,"he"had"the"opportunity"to"meet"with"young"people"who"are"dreaming"of"a"better"
future,"and"working"hard"to"ensure"a"future"of"peace"and"stability."He"reinforced"that"the"UN"will"continue"to"
work"hand" in"hand"with" young"people" to" reclaim" the" term"“Shabaab”" for" the" Somali" youth." The"Envoy" told"
participants"that"the"Security"Council"Resolution"2250"is"a"recognition"of"all"their"efforts"and"proof"that"youth"
has"the"power"to"bring"peace"and"prosperity"to"Somalia."Finally,"Mr."Alhendawi"reiterated"that"UN"in"Somalia"
prioritizes"youth,"and"will"continue"to"work"to"increase"youth"participation,"scalePup"programmes"and"empower"
Somali"youth"to"rebuild"Somalia.""
"
After"the"plenary"sessions"in"the"early"morning,"participants"were"split"into"working"groups"to"discuss"various"
aspects"of"the"declaration"and"come"up"with"specific"action"points."The"working"groups"raised"very"interesting"
and" important" points," few" examples" include:" How" can"we" restore" the" trust" between" youth" and" elders/the"
government?"What"is"the"role"for"Somali"youth"in"the"New"Deal?"How"can"we"create"opportunities"for"innovation"
and"entrepreneurship?"
"
Among"some"of"the"concrete"ideas"on"the"above"questions"was"the"suggestion"to"create"political"training"for"
civil"servants,"which"could"be"in"the"form"of"an"internship,"or"to"reinforce"a"40%"quota"of"youth"representatives"
in"political"bodies."

"
Speaking"at"the"closing"ceremony,"Deputy"Prime"Minister"Mohamed"
Omar" Arteh" pledged" that" the" Somali" government" would" ensure"
implementation"of"the"recommendations"adopted"at"the"launch.""
"
“The" force"of" the"country" is" the"youth."So"we"have" to" focus"on" the"
youth"and"aspects"key"to"their"development"such"as"health,"education"
and" job" creation."We"have" to" protect" them" from"migration" and" its"
negative"consequences"by"safeguarding"their" rights."All"of" that" is"of"
priority"to"the"government,”"the"Deputy"Prime"Minister"said."
"
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Peter"de"Clercq"(DSRSG/RC/HC)"noted"that"the"Somali"youth,"who"
have"borne"the"brunt"of"decades"of"war"and"anarchy,"can"now"play"
a" major" role" in" the" social" and" economic" development" of" the"
country."He"urged"Somali"youth"to"take"ownership"of"their"future"
and" translate" the" contents" of" the" Amman" Declaration" into"
concrete"action."
"
Mr." de"Clercq" also" observed" that" key" objectives" of" the"Amman"
Declaration" would" guide" the" youth" in" combating" violent"
extremism"and"other"“negative"behaviors”"associated"with"young"
people"such"as"piracy"and"irregular"migration"to"Europe."

Yasir"Osman"Mohamed,"a"youth"delegate"from"Banaadir,"said"the"Amman"Declaration"was"a"wakePupPcall"for"
Somali"youth.""

“As"a"young"man,"I"know"there"are"other"youth"who"are"on"the"wrong"side,"and"I"urge"them"to"embrace"peace."
I"want"to"show"the"better"side"of"the"youth"in"a"very"bold"way."Today,"enough"is"enough."We"have"been"in"civil"
war"for"the"last"25"years"and"that"has"impacted"on"our"lives"negatively,”"said"Mr."Mohamed."

"
" " �"

SUMMARY&OF&THE&WORKING&GROUP&DISCUSSIONS&&

Participants"were"divided"into"groups"and"discussed"the"core"areas"of"the"Amman"Declaration."The"goal"of"those"
working"groups"was" to" identify" issues"and"actions"points" that"are"SomaliPspecific." Each"group"presented" the"
below"points3:"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
3"Only"grammatical"corrections"were"made"to"the"text."
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GROUP"ONE:"YOUTH"PARTICIPATION"AND"LEADERSHIP"

•! Security"is"the"main"factor"limiting"youth"to"be"active"participant"in"the"leadership"process.""
•! High"illiteracy"rate"among"youth"prevents"their"meaningful"engagement"
•! Low"health"services"
•! Division"among"youth"and"lack"of"unity""
•! Youth"groups"requested"youth"quota"in"the"constitution""

GROUP"TWO:"YOUTH"PREVENTION"OF"VIOLENCE""

•! Youth"engagement"in"campaigning"and"awareness"raising"against"Violence"Against"Women"(VAW)"
•! Elimination"of"Illiteracy"and"promoting"education"to"reduces"violence"
•! Community"and"family"awareness"to"reduce"the"domestic"violence"and"abuse"
•! Employment"creation"for"young"generations""
•! CapacityPbuilding"and"skill"development"trainings"for"youth"boys"and"girls"in"the"schools"and"universities"
•! Promotion"of"peace"to"prevent"violence"and"of"empowering"youth"to"solve"conflicts"peacefully"
•! Internationally,"there"is"a"developing"consensus"on"giving"greater"priority"to"investing"in"and"supporting"

young"people"and" their" families" through"preventive"approaches" rather" than"excluding,"punishing"or"
incarcerating"them"

GROUP"THREE:"GENDER"EQUALITY"

!Challenges!mentioned!in!this!group!included:!
•! Imbalances"between"the"domestic"work"which"takes"most"of"women"and"girls"time"
•! Cultural"and"believes"barriers""
•! Lack"of"family"support"for"girls"to"give"her"space"for"education"or"working"outside"home"
•! Low"encouragement"and"lack"of"understanding"women’s"potentiality."
•! Gender"discrimination"for"job"opportunities."
•! Clan"based"system"of"powering"and"division"of"quota,"which"discriminates"both"youth"and"women"to"

participate"and"represent"their"shares.""

Group!recommendations:!
•! As" the" constitution" still" is" a" draft" youth" need" to" have" 40%" quota" for" their" contributions" and"

participation."""
•! Government"to"support"youth"for"the"Job"creation"sector."
•! Gender"curriculum"to"be"added"at"the"primary"level"for"community"to"learn"equality"at"early"stage.""
•! Community"awareness"raising"for"gender"equality"
•! Awareness"at" the"grassroot" level" for"equality" in"domestic"work"sharing"to"get"women"space"for"

creation"and"innovation"or"participation"in"the"political"sphere.""
•! Mobilization"for"families"and"parents"about"rights"of"girls"and"issues.""
•! Raising"awareness"among"men""

GROUP"FOUR:"SOCIOPECONOMICS"EMPOWERMENT"

•! Youth"Job"creation"both"private"and"public"sectors"as"well"as"in"NGOs"
•! Adopt"policies"against"youth"discrimination"in"job"opportunities""
•! Scholarships"and"quality"education"for"youth""
•! Encouragement"for"jobs"as"civil"servant""
•! Job"fairness"and"Income"equality"for"boys"and"girls"
•! Political"participation"for"youth"and"opening"widow"for"youth"representation"
•! Investing"in"youth"innovations"and"entrepreneurs"

"

"
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OUTCOMES&

The"event"generated"the"Somali"Youth"for"Peace"Pact,"a"compilation"of"actionable"recommendations"in"the"

form" of" action" points" to" promote" youth’s" socioPeconomic" empowerment," to" strengthen" their" role" in"

preventing"violence"and"building"peace,"to"increase"Youth"participation"and"leadership"in"peace"and"security"

and"to"promote"gender"equality."

SOMALI"YOUTH"FOR"PEACE"PACT"

&

Introduction:&

"
At"approximately"81.5%"of"the"population,"the"current"generation"of"youth"is"the"largest"group"of"young"people"
ever"known."Global"discourse"on"young"people"has"for"a"long"time"predominantly"considered"the"“youth"bulge”"
as"a"threat"to"a"country’s"stability,"and"tended"to"see"young"people"as"a"demographic"easily"driven"into"violence"
and" extremist" ideologies." However," this" conception" critically" fails" to" note" young" people’s" vast" and" largely"
untapped"capacity"for"peace"building."While"young"people"are"generally"excluded"from"formal"efforts"to"prevent"
and"resolve"conflict,"there"is"a"quiet"but"growing"trend"to"harness"the"youth"bulge"for"sustaining"and"building"
peace."
&

Young&People’s&SocioHEconomic&Empowerment;"
Around" the" country," young"people"are"disproportionately" affected"by" limited"access" to" social" and"economic"
opportunities,"limited"or"inadequate"employment"opportunities"and"a"lack"of"educational"empowerment,"which"
contributes"to"economic"isolation,"political"disillusionment"and"social"unrest."This"hinders"social"cohesion"and"
our"ability"to"engage" in"peace"processes"as" it" limits"our"capacity"to"organize"and"act."Societies"will"not"enjoy"
peace"without"economic"development,"and"they"will"not"enjoy"economic"development"without"peace."To"be"
active"agents"for"building"peace,"young"people"need"to"be"able"to"see"that"we"have"an"ongoing"stake"in"society."

Action&Points:&

!! Develop"national"plans"for"youth"and"set"labor"laws"for"youth"that"are"applied"and"enforced"and"that"
give"more"opportunities"to"the"Somali"youth,"especially"the"local"youth""

!! Facilitate"running"of"an"Office"for"Youth"Employment"and"organize"advocacy"teams"that"work"closely"
with"the"labor"union"to"protect"the"rights"of"the"youth""

!! Promote"a"fair"and"transparent"employment"system"with"in"the"government"offices,"NGOs"and"private"
sector""

!! Prioritize"Somali"nationals"for"positions"and"job"adverts"(Nationalization"Policy)""
!! Encourage"innovation,"creativity"and"new"business"ideas"while"giving"credit"to"the"youth"innovators,"

protecting"their"copy"rights"and"investing"in"research"and"innovation"ideas""
!! Give"youth"access"to"credit"opportunities"to"promote"selfPemployment"by"encouraging"the"banks"and"

other"credit"systems""
!! The"Federal"Government"shall"prioritize"to"facilitate"access"to"quality"education"for"the"Somali"youth"

supporting"the"schools"and"universities"in"terms"of"policy"setting"and"improvement"in"quality"education"
by"providing"trainings"and"capacity"enhancement"opportunities"to"teachers"&

!! The" Government" and" its" NGO" partners" must" support" in" providing" quality" vocational" training" skills"
programs"to"the"Somali"youth"to"empower"the"youth"and"facilitate"availability"of"skilled"labor"&

!! Promote"both"business"and"foreign"investment"to"create"more"job"opportunities"&
!! Promote"entrepreneurship."Tax"exemption"or"reduction"for"business"initiatives"led"by"young"people"to"

promote"their"business"&
!! Enhance" trust" on" the" Somali" youth" and" avoid" marginalization" of" small" groups" and" enhance" equal"

opportunities"&
!! Promotion"of"use"local"resources,"production"and"exports"to"create"job"opportunities"&
!! Support"the"rural"communities’"access"to"education,"health"and"other"basic"facilities"and"promote"local"

production"to"reduce"migration"to"the"cities."&
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!! Develop" clear" policy" to" the" NGOs," private" sector" and" government" offices" for" providing" youth"with"
internship"opportunities"&

!! Strengthen"the"diaspora"involvement"in"economic"promotion,"reviving"business"ideas"and"investment"&

Youth&Preventing&Violence&and&Building&Peace&&

The"discourse"on"violence"and"violent"extremism" frames"young"people"as"potential"perpetrators"of"violence"
despite"the"fact"that"most"young"people"are"not"involved"in"armed"conflict"or"violence."This"framing"is"a"harmful"
reduction"of"the"role"young"people"play"in"preventing"violence"and"transforming"conflicts."

Action&Points:&

!! Develop"clear"youth"policy"system"in"terms"of"violence"prevention,"peace"building"both"national"and"
regional"levels""

!! Promote"peace"building"efforts"through"capacity"building"programs""
!! Promote"youth"networking"and"reintegration,"sports"and"recreational"activities""
!! Develop"youth"peer"groups"and"youthPtoPyouth"education"system""
!! Involve"youth"in"political"decision"and"dialogue"processes""
!! Empower"youth"peace"initiatives""
!! Rehabilitation"centers"for"youth"that"are"involved"in"prevention"of"youth""

Youth&participation&and&leadership&in&peace&and&security,&

Somali"youth"are"actively"engaged"in"peace"building"initiatives"in"the"country,"yet"their"efforts"remain"invisible"

and"unrecognized"due"to"lack"of"opportunities"to"participate"in"decisionPmaking"processes.""

Action&points&

!! International"agencies,"the"national"government"and"local"authorities"should"establish"mechanisms"to"
meaningfully" engage" youth" in" current" and" future" peace" processes," including" formal" peace"
negotiations,"interPclan"conflict"resolutions"from"the"grassroots"to"local"level.""

!! Government" should" dedicate" resources" to" address" the" drivers" of" grievances," such" as" injustice,"
marginalization,"and"gender"inequality"through"programming"and"reforms"that"are"focused"on"citizen"
participation"in"governance,"rule"of"law,"opportunities"for"women"and"girls,"education"opportunities,"
freedom"of"expression"and"conflict"transformation."

!! The"national"and"regional"governments"should"allocate"30%"quota"of"elective"post"for"young"people"
while"also"supporting"youth"who"are"interested"in"vying"for"a"position"in"the"2016"general"elections."

!! Donors"must"allocate"longPterm,"sustainable"funding"and"technical"support"to"youthP"led"organizations"
and"advocates."Young"people"must"be"included"in"donor’s"decisionPmaking"structures"to"ensure"that"
funding" is" accessible" and" appropriate" in" amount" and" duration." Donors" need" to" work" with" youth"
organizations" to" assess" to"what" extent" of" current" funding" opportunities"meet" the" needs" of" young"
people"in"peace"building.""

!! Design" and" implement" initiatives" for" disengagement" of" individuals" from" violent" extremism." These"
initiatives"are"most"effective"in"reaching"youth"who"are"using"violence"when"they"are"led"by"youth,"
former"violent"extremists,"religious"leaders,"and"parents"who"share"their"own"personal"experiences."

!! Policy"makers"should"develop"mechanisms"that"remove"barriers"to"young"people’s"participation"and"
leadership"from"local"to"national"levels."

Gender&Equality:&

The"civil"war" in"Somalia"has"altered"the"gender"roles,"with"women"often"taking"the"lead"role" in"providing"for"

families’"livelihoods,"as"well"as"continuing"as"the"main"caregivers,"even"where"men"are"present."But"the"basic"

values" attached" to" gender" identities" have" remained" unchanged." Despite" their" increased" economic" role" and"

contributions"to"clan"activities,"Somali"women"remain"largely"excluded"from"decisionPmaking"structures,"peace"

building"and"conflict"resolution"initiatives."The"aftermath"of"the"civil"strife"left"many"women"alone"and"with"no"

means"to"provide"for"their"children,"and"in"great"need"of"additional"economic"empowerment."
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Action&Points&

!! Call"upon"all" stakeholders"working"on"gender" to" come" together"and"place"women"and"girls" at" the"
center" of" their" collective" efforts," in" particular," to" reach" out" to" marginalized" or" otherwise"
underprivileged"young"women"through"grassroots"efforts"and"programming"

!! Addressed" the" social," cultural" barriers" that" prevent" women" from" participating" fully" in" society,"
especially" sexual"violence," child"marriage,"and" female"genital"mutilation."There" is"need" to"create"a"
dialogue"with"conservative"communities"and"older"generations,"in"order"to"build"programmes"that"will"
be"supported"by"the"larger"community."

!! Local" authorities" and" national" governments"must" ensure" that" young"men" and"women" have" equal"
opportunities" and" access" to" education" and" employment" and" create"mechanisms" to" tackle" gender"
discrimination"in"those"environments,"recognizing"that"the"marginalization"of"particular"groups"such"
as"women"is"detrimental"to"building"sustainable"peace"in"all"societies"

!! The" government" should" establish" temporary" special"measures," including"minimum"quotas," for" the"
participation"of"girls"and"women"in"all"decisionP"and"policyPmaking"levels."Such"measures"ensure"that"
women’s"perspectives"and"interests"will"be"represented"and"they"effectively"combat"the"persistent"
exclusion"of"women"from"the"political"environment."

OTHER&OUTCOMES&

ENHANCED"COALITION"OF"YOUTHPLED"ORGANIZATIONS,"MOVEMENTS"&"NETWORKS"

The" event"was" an" opportunity" to" bring" together" existing" youth" networks," youthPled" organizations," young"

leaders"and"other"actors"to"create"a"nationalPwide"coalition"of"young"leaders"for"peace"and"security"in"Somalia.""

Participated"at"the"event"250"youth"representatives,"out"of"which"75"were"representatives"from"the"different"

regions,"including:"SouthPWest,"Puntland"State"of"Somalia,"Jubaland,"Galmudug,"Middle"Shabelle,"Hiraan"and"

Somaliland."

This"coalition"will"be"able"to"collaborate"on"a"series"of"peaceP"and"statePbuilding"initiatives"after"the"event,"

including" trainings" and" awareness" raising" as" well" as" lobbying" 2016" political" candidates" to" commit" to" the"

“Somali"Youth"for"Peace”"pact.""

SOMALI"YOUTH"FOR"PEACE"CAMPAIGN"(#SOMALIYOUTH4PEACE)"

The"event"was"also"an"opportunity"to"kick"start"the"#SomaliYouth4Peace"Campaign"which"aims"to"challenge"

the"negative"narrative"about"the"young"people"in"Somalia,"and"instead"celebrate"the"achievements"of"youth"

leaders"that"are"positively"contributing"for"peace,"instability"and"social"and"economic"prosperity"in"Somalia.""

The" Campaign" will" feature" inspiring" stories" of" Somali" youth" leaders," youthPled" organizations" and" other"

initiatives" that" are" countering" violent" extremism" and" radicalization," contributing" to" peacePbuilding" and"

conflict"transformation.""


